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Abstract: Information security risk analysis is a compulsory requirement both from the side of regulating documents and information security management decision making process. Some researchers propose using expert systems (ES) for process automation, but this approach requires the creation of a high-quality knowledge base. A knowledge base can be formed both from expert knowledge or information collected from other sources of information. The problem of such approach is that experts or good quality knowledge sources are expensive. In this paper we propose the problem solution by providing an automated ES knowledge base development method. The method proposed is novel since unlike other methods it does not integrate ontology directly but utilizes automated transformation of existing information security ontology elements into ES rules: The Web Ontology Rule Language (OWL RL) subset of ontology is segregated into Resource Description Framework (RDF) triplets, that are transformed into Rule Interchange Format (RIF); RIF rules are converted into Java Expert System Shell (JESS) knowledge base rules. The experiments performed have shown the principal method applicability. The created knowledge base was later verified by performing comparative risk analysis in a sample company.
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1 Introduction

Many authors agree that today information is the critical business part despite the size of the enterprise. Companies are adapting to the time changes: growing speed of change and complexity, globalisation [16]. Even the smallest company has any information and information system, which are needed to be secured [35]. However, because of enterprises becoming more complex, integrated and connected to third parties, the security and controls budget quickly reaches its limitations [12].

The protection of information resources from the complex and rapidly evolving security threat landscape is a significant challenge to the modern organisation [46]. The reasons stated above motivate for searching of effective ways to increase information security level in organizations.

According to the importance of assets, it is necessity to analyse the potential risks to do not allow these risks to be converted into events [48]. As [10] said, risk management has proved to be efficient in the frame of the governance system due to its capacity to reduce costs associated with the management of different risks. According to Europe’s General Data Protection Regulation, a risk-based approach to data protection is embraced [30]. So, all companies, including small and medium-sized enterprises (SME), have to protect their information systems. Enterprises have two ways of ensuring their information security: to employ a specialist or to outsource the risk analysis service. The problem is that the price of both choices is rather high.

Therefore, there is a need to automate the security risk analysis process by introducing expert systems or decision support systems, which could help enterprises to perform an information security risk analysis without any special knowledge and without hiring security experts and making security risk analysis process faster and cheaper [47]. There were some attempts to use expert systems for automating a particular part of security risk analysis [4, 5], cybersecurity incident prediction [42] and solving other real-world problems also [29]. The main reason of such attempts is to make risk analysis process faster and cheaper [47]. Also, using expert systems helps to optimise asset management and their life cycle according to risk assessment, especially in specific sectors, like electric power transmission [41], power plant projecting [19]. However, it is necessary to mention that the development of an expert system knowledge base is an expensive and complicated process [24], [15]. So, the motivation of the paper is related to the need to automate the security risk analysis knowledge base development to minimize the expenses.

In this paper we propose a novel approach that allows the automatic transformation of existing information security ontologies into the expert system knowledge base rule set. Currently, a lot of information, including security information, like standards, best practices, is collected and presented in the ontologies [7]. Ontology comparing with usual not semantic database has particular advantages that can be used for developing expert systems [14]. Ontology can be expressed in several ways, for example, using graphical software, which makes ontology formation, maintenance, and usage easier [40]. Therefore, ontology presented in a particular software, could be used for its automatic transformation into the expert system knowledge base.

However, a deep understanding of ontology is needed, since any change in the ontology may require a change in the software’s source code [27]. Nevertheless, these disadvantages cannot reproduce the expressiveness of ontology, and expert systems have their inference engine which is separate from the knowledge base. The main advantages of the work is that we provide a method for automated knowledge base development for an expert system, that can be used for risk analysis. It can help to provide an information security risk assessment for non-IT specialist cheaper and in a more effective way. The methods of information security risk analysis and the development of reasoning engines for expert systems are out of the scope of this paper.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 1, current section, is an introduction. Section 2
presents related works in security risk analysis and ontology usage for the development of expert systems knowledge base. Section 3 presents an approach of automatic transformation of existing security ontologies into the expert system knowledge base rule set and presents the implementation of the proposed approach of the information security standards ontology transformation into the JESS ES rules which is implemented in several steps with the help of a developed tool. OWL RL subset of ontology elements are segregated into RDF triplets, that are later transformed into RIF format. Then, RIF rules are converted into JESS knowledge bases rules with the help of an external tool. Conversion results are presented in Section 4. Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper.

2 Related work

Expert system is an computer-based system which has several parts. The basic architecture of an expert system is shown in Figure 1.

![Figure 1: The basic architecture of an expert system](image)

The basic architecture of an expert system includes three main parts: Knowledge Base, Inference Engine and User Interface. One of the biggest problems in expert system usage is to get knowledge base updated [3]. Nevertheless, expert systems are used in nowadays for solving actual problems. For example, it can be successfully used as first-line in IT help-desk [13].

The majority of expert systems are developed using specialized software called a shell, especially when it comes to the rule-based expert systems. Shell allows the user just to create the knowledge base in the form of simple rules and not paying attention to knowledge interpretation engine development, thus minimizing the ES development time [2].

Nevertheless, forming the knowledge base is a complicated process that has a number of unsolved issues and illustrates the problems of this work. One of them is knowledge base integrity that is hard to maintain [24]. Adding new data can destroy existing rules, cause conflicts or endless cycles [25]. In result, it can make expert system work incorrectly.

There are some methods to solve knowledge base integrity problem. One of them is KADS (and its extension - CommonKADS) methodology [44]. The main idea is to design everything with UML diagrams [28]. The main disadvantage of that method is that it needs a lot of time resources, and the user can still make a mistake if a knowledge base is very complicated.

The use of information collected in the form of ontologies for ES knowledge base formation seems useful by many experts, but in practice, current research focus on ontologies and expert systems is separated. The main idea of ontology is to identify specific object classes and relations between them [8]. Ontology can be used in various business areas, but these areas can be divided into two parts: ontology usage as a vocabulary and ontology usage as a content [9].

Ontology usage as vocabulary enabled to develop the second generation of the web [18]. But ontology can be much more than a set of concepts or vocabulary - they have a lot of
applications in artificial intelligence. In this context, ontology can be used as information sources [23]. Ontology provides integrity and can be displayed by various graphical tools, has a common format and can be apprehensible in other systems, which designed to work with ontologies [31]. For example, XP.K (eXtreme Programming of Knowledge-based systems) methodology is based on Agile principles: to start from the simplest model of expert system and grow it with time [26]. Model should include just that what is really needed to solve existing problems. Knowledge base is created from ontology which is created by experts [38]. The main problem of this approach is that it requires a lot of time to develop the ontology from scratch on iteration basis and does not make use of already existing knowledge collected, while it could be valuable to use already existing information security-related ontologies.

Some attempts [34] for ontology use as a source for knowledge base formation, but the approach proposed destroys the idea of ES that knowledge base and inference engine should be separate. DAMLJessKB [21] software was developed to transform DAML (DARPA Agent Markup Language) ontology to the JESS expert system’s rules, but it can work only with specific DAML ontology and JESS expert system. Another sample is DLEJena - the software, which transforms the OWL 2 RL profile, compatible with pD semantic, to Jena expert system platform [32]. The main disadvantage of these programs is that they transform only specific ontologies to the specific expert systems format.

On the other hand, there exist a number of information security ontologies that can be used in knowledge base formation of risk-analysis ES. Currently, most of them are used for other purposes. For example, ontology proposed in [39] can be used as a tool to identify the level of system vulnerabilities according to the internal users’ accounts configuration and system configuration [33]. As the authors state, all illegal activity in the system is done by human resources and internal users have more privileges than external. This tool is based on taxonomy with users’ settings and includes different behavioural motivation, for example, intentional and unintentional activity.

ROPE methodology and the related ontology is used for enterprise IT security evaluation, focuses on business processes and risk management [33]. Ontology encapsulates well-known information security concepts, such as assets, vulnerabilities, threats, and controls. There is a number of ontologies based on external security standards, like ISO 27001/2 that can be used to align external standards with internal procedures [17]. One more security ontology is OntoSec [33] that can be used by security engineers can to set configuration effectively, according to the existing security events.

In [36] the new exhaustive ontology was proposed, which increased coverage of security standards compared to the existing ontologies and has better branching and depth properties for ontology visualization purposes. It was used for security standards mapping task and was linked with 4 security standards: ISO 27001, PCI DSS, ISSA 5173 and NISTIR 7621.

Summarasing it can be said that there are a lot of information security ontologies and our work allows transforming the selected ontology into expert system rules set in an automated and novel way.

3 Automated approach of ontology transformation into ES knowledge base

In order not to spend time resources for developing knowledge bases from scratch and to solve the limitations specific to earlier research in ontology transformation to knowledge base rule-sets we propose new method that allows transformation of existing information security ontologies into expert system rule-set via universal RIF format, that is later converted to the
format of a specific expert system. In fact, the method can be applied for any ontology type transformation to any ES knowledge base with some additional modifications, related to the syntax of ES rule defining language.

The method proposed is that it uses the RIF (Rule Interchange Format) format, which was presented by the W3C consortium in 2010. The primary purpose of this format is to transfer rules from one system to another [49]. Unlike other standards of Semantic Web (RDF, OWL, SPARQL), RIF was developed not for defining rules, but as a standard for rule transfer from one system to another, which became extremely important with the increase of standards for rule definition [43].

RIF has two dialects: based on logic and based on rules. Dialects based on logic include logical languages, like Horn logic and others. Dialects based on rules include productive rules. The same rules are used in expert systems [37]. RIF PRD (Production Rule Dialect) is a dialect based on production rules. Production rules semantic have format "IF condition THEN activity". Figure 2 shows an example of RIF PRD.

RIF was created in a way to be compatible with other W3C standards. That means that it can be compatible with RDF and OWL ontology languages [1]. Transferring these ontology languages into RIF can be done not only in the form rule-sets, but also in RDF triplets (subject, predicate, object) and OWL axioms with RIF rules, e.g. RDF data: S(Subject), P(Predicate) and O(Object) are transferred to the RIF format in a form: [(P->O].

For example:

\[
\text{ex:Peter ex:isBrother ex:John;}
\text{ex:John ex:isFather ex:Paul;}
\]

states that Peter is the brother of John, and John is the father of Paul.

In the RIF transferring to:

\[
\text{ex:Peter ex:isBrother ex:John;}
\text{ex:John ex:isFather ex:Paul;}
\]

RIF rule, that uncle is the brother of father:

\[
\text{Forall } ?x \ ?y \ ?z \ (?x ex:isUncle } ?y) \ ?y ex:isFather } ?z).
\]

states, that if \(x\) is the brother of \(y\) and \(y\) is the father of \(z\), then \(x\) is the uncle of \(z\). In our experiments we were using OWL RL profile as a source. OWL RL rules can be divided into four categories (which may overlap):

```xml
Document:
  Prefix(rdfs <http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#> )
  Prefix(imdrelf <http://example.com/fauximdbrelations#> )
  Prefix(dbpediaf <http://example.com/fauxdbrelations#> )
  Prefix(idbrelf <http://example.com/fauxidbrelations#> )

Group:
  Forall ?Actor {
    If Or(Exists ?Film
    (imdrelf:winAward(?Actor ?Film))
    Exists ?Play
    (dbpediaf:winAward(?Actor ?Play)) )
    Then assert(idbrelf:awardWinner(?Actor))
  }
  imdrelf:winAward(RobertoBenigni LifeIsBeautiful)
```

Figure 2: Example of RIF PRD
**Triplet structure rules:** RDF triplets. Transformation to RIF is trivial.

**Listing rules:** RDF lists. Transforming in two ways - transforming into a recursive set of rules or transforming into triple structure rules.

**Inconsistent rules:** RDF graph inconsistencies, which are expressed in first-order rules. There are several ways how to perform transformation.

**Data type rules:** type’s comparison and verification. OWL and RIF supported types are transformed directly.

I.e. OWL RL can be transformed into RIF rules. However, some limitations still exist. These limitations were introduced by OWL founders to provide maximum flexibility without sacrificing the reliability of the calculations. So it can be said that the violation of at least one limitation affects the results of the expert system. The method proposed in Figure 3 was implemented using C# language. During the first step, the tool developed converts the information security ontology into RIF standard. At the second step (RIF transforming into expert system production rules) the RIF PRD profile was used, which is already included in the RIF Core profile. The obtained RIF rules can later be transformed into the syntax supported by the ES or used directly if ES supports the RIF format, like XSB, JESS, and ASP.

![Figure 3: General view of the method proposed](image)

The detailed method activity diagram is shown in Figure 4. The yellow border depicts actions that were proposed and implemented by the paper authors, while actions outside the yellow border are performed with the help of already existing methods and tools.

Model consists of primary data - ontology (OWL). Transformation of RIF rules is performed in several steps:

**Scan ontology.** OWL/XML ontology is scanned and checked, if the ontology is in OWL/XML format, since the developed tool supports only the most popular OWL/XML format. If ontology is stored in other formats, external tools should be used first to convert it into OWL/XML.

**Check if the element is OWL RL.** Only OWL RL subset is converted, but it covers the big part of OWL Full. Elements not belonging to OWL RL will be skipped and should be converted into ES rules if needed manually or using other methods.

**Collect non-OWL RL subset & Collect OWL RL subset.** After successful scanning of OWL/XML ontology OWL RL elements are extracted for further processing. Non-OWL RL elements are separated for manual processing

**Transform to RDF triplets.** The identified OWL RL elements are saved in the form of
RDF triplet format (subject, predicate, object). Check if the element is a simple RDF triplet or composite RDF triplet. Evaluation is performed if RDF triplet can be unlinked from other RDF triplets.

**Save element to simple RDF triplet storage.** RDF storage stores RDS triplets that can be unlinked from other RDF triplets, e.g. attribute type "symmetrical" is saved in the form of RDF triplet (\(?p\) rdf:type owl:FunctionalProperty), where ?p is attribute name. Such kind of data is stored in the form of text registry, having 3 fields.

**Save element to composite RDF triplet storage.** Elements that cannot be unlinked are stored in a storage for composite RDF triplets. for example the ontology statement that all attributes ?p of object ?x are of ?y type: (\(?x\) owl:allValuesFrom ?y) (\(?x\) owl:onProperty ?p). Up to 3 linked RDF triplets can be stored.

**Analyze RDF triplets & Analyze composite RDF triplets.** In this step, RDF triplets are transformed according to the conversion table, i.e. RDF triplet conversion templates. The main part of the RDF triplet is predicate, which can acquire values from a finite set of possible
values because of ontology formality feature. The remaining two triplet elements - subject and object are specific concepts or attributes, defined in the ontology, that are used to fill in the conversion template. In several specific cases (e.g. owl:maxCardinality) the template is modified.

**Make RIF rules.** Templates are applied for RDF triplet conversion into RIF rules.

The formal algorithm in the form of pseudocode of OWL RL transformation into RIF rules is provided in Fig. 5

![Figure 5: Pseudocode for OWL RL transformation into RIF rules](image)

While analyzing XML nodes, RDF triplets are segregated. RDF triplets are created according to the predefined patterns:

\[
\text{IF} \quad T (s_1, p_1, o_1) \quad \ldots \quad T (s_n, p_n, o_n)
\]

\[
\text{THEN} \quad T (s_1, p_1, o_1) \quad \ldots \quad T (s_m, p_m, o_m)
\]

where each argument to the T predicate may be a variable or literal value. RDF triplets created in such a way are later transformed into RIF rules.

\[
\text{Group} \left\{ \text{Forall } ?v_1, \ldots, ?v_o \left( \begin{array}{l}
\text{sr}_1[p_{r_1} \rightarrow o_1] : \text{And}( s_1[p_{r_1} \rightarrow o_1] \ldots s_n[p_{r_n} \rightarrow o_n] ) \\
\text{\ldots}
\text{sr}_m[p_{r_m} \rightarrow o_m] : \text{And}( s_1[p_{r_1} \rightarrow o_1] \ldots s_n[p_{r_n} \rightarrow o_n] )
\end{array} \right) \right\}
\]

where ?v_1, ..., ?v_o are the variables which occur in the rule. Below the sample transformation is provided.

Two following RDF triplets are extracted from the ontology:

\[
\text{attribute_1 rdf:type owl:SymmetricProperty}
\]

\[
\text{attribute_2 rdf:type owl:SymmetricProperty}
\]

the template of symmetrical attributes is applied:
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Forall ?x ?y (  
    ?y[?p->?x] :- And(  
        ?x[?p->?y] ))

the following RIF rules are obtained:

Forall ?x ?y (  
    ?y[attributte_1->?x] :- And(  
        ?x[attributte_1->?y] ))

Forall ?x ?y (  
    ?y[attributte_2->?x] :- And(  
        ?x[attributte_2->?y] ))

The transformation process is composed of two parts: transformation of fixed rules and ontology rules, obtained from its T-Box axioms. In OWL 2 RL profile both ontology axioms and additional logical rules can be stored [45], but in this research, only the subset of axioms is used as a suitable source for ES knowledge base rules.

Although ontology typically has a very sophisticated structure, it can be easily represented in the form of RDF triplets as was shown earlier.

Another issue of ontology transformation - correctness of ontology that cannot be evaluated by the conversion program. Evaluation of ontology composition correctness if out of scope of this paper. It is assumed that ontologies used for experiments were correct and verified by other methods during their development process.

Some RIF rules (Fixed RIF rules) are obtained without analysis of ontology, since their perception is a part of ES. Such rules are transformed into ES production rules only once and are loaded into the knowledge base. The sample of a fixed rule:

Forall ?c1 ?c2 (  

Forall ?x ?z ?y (  
    ?x[owl:sameAs->?z] :- And(  
        ?x[owl:sameAs->?y]  
        ?y[owl:sameAs->?z] ))

Forall ?x ?y (  
    rif:error() :- And(  
        ?x[owl:sameAs->?y]  
        ?x[owl:differentFrom->?y] ))

ES knowledge base rules are obtained by conversion of RIF rules, that are automatically generated from the ontology as described earlier. As also stated earlier, some ontology elements, that were not converted automatically, can be converted manually if they store some valuable information.

The final set of rules can be expressed by equation:

$R(RDF(O)) = Fixed\_rules \cup Ontology\_rules (RDF(O)),$

where $O$ is ontology, $RDF(O)$ RDF triplets of ontology $O$, $R(RDF(O))$ - RIF is a set of rules, imported into ES knowledge base.

4 Results and discussion

The created program has five main parts: user interface; ontology scanning engine; analysis engine; ontology alignment to RDF triplet engine; transformation (into RIF rules) engine. The program class diagram is shown in Figure 6.

Program is composed of 6 main classes:
GUI form. Program management. User can call ontology scanning, conversions into RIF rules, error review and rules saving functions.

Ontology analysis class. Responsible for XML/OWL ontology scanning, identification of extractable elements and their saving in the form of RDF triplets.

RDF triplets storage. Stores RDF triplets that can be unlinked from other RDF triplets.

Composite RDF triplets storage. Stores up to 3 linked together complex RDF triplets that can not be unlinked.

RIF rules class. Converts RDF triplets into RIF rules as defined. RIF rules storage. Stores RIF rules in the form of presentational syntax that is later used for transformation into ES knowledge base rules.

All functionality is available from the main program window (Figure 7). The user has to press the "Scan ontology" button and specify the path to the ontology file.

Ontology scanning engine imports (Figure 6) the ontology from the external .xml file of OWL/XML format. The program later performs the automatic scanning of elements, extraction
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of OWL RL subset and performs conversion to RDF triplets. The results are shown in the main window. User, after reviewing the intermedium data and the list of errors, can press the "Transform" button. After that, RDF triplets are transformed to RIF rules and presented for user review. User can copy them or to save via program interface into the specified file.

User interaction is needed to initiate ontology imports and transformation processes. Program was tested with several ontologies: W3C consortium test ontologies [51], cloud security ontology [20] which is used in practice and information security standards ontology [36]. While W3C and Cloud security ontologies were developed by external parties, the Information security standards ontology was developed at Vilnius Gediminas Technical University in accordance with the formal OWL 2 RL rules defined in [11] and OWL 2 Full defined in [50]. Its presentation and in-depth description with verification was provided in [36].

All tested ontologies were relatively small (up to 1000 elements). The proportional size of the RL subset in ontologies used in tests was equal to 100% in case of W3C testing ontologies, and 65% - in case of Information security standards ontology. The proportion of the OWL RL subset in the case of Cloud security ontology was not analyzed. Execution time has not exceeded 50 ms (test platform: Intel Core i7-4710HQ 2.50 GHz, 8 CPU, 16GB RAM, Windows 8.1 OS). There were 15 ontologies at all. Results are shown in Table 1.

Table 1: Transformation results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ontology</th>
<th>The part of successfully transf. rules</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>W3C testing ontologies, compatible OWL RL</td>
<td>90%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cloud computing security ontology</td>
<td>64%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information security standards ontology</td>
<td>60%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As can be seen from the transformation results, not all ontology elements were transformed. Some elements cannot be transformed into separate rules because they are just a part of other element or additional information. The best transformation result was achieved with test ontologies, that are based on the OWL RL profile. Specific security ontologies had shown worse results. In the case of the Information security standards ontology data types xsd.real and xsd.rational have caused 15% of unsuccessful conversion, 20% were caused by SubClassOf elements and 5% by other xsd data types. General method applicability was approved, since the transformation of even 60% can drastically decrease the knowledge base creation time.

For further verification purposes, the generated rules were integrated into the JESS-based prototype risk analysis ES, adapted for SMEs (enterprise size definition is adopted by EU recommendation 2003\361). This part of ES knowledge base was developed using traditional knowledge base development methods and included rules for identification of appropriate assets, calculating impact and probabilities based on the environment of a specific company (infrastructure, maturity level, environment, sector, etc.), while rules generated automatically from the ontology mainly included information on appropriate security controls.

According to ISO 27001, information security risk is defined as a potential that some threat exploits an asset or assets group vulnerability and thus undermine the enterprise. Risks management process’s purpose is to identify such risks, assess the likelihood of their occurrence and then take actions to reduce them to the acceptable level. Almost all risk analysis processes use the same method: identifying assets; identifying problems, threats, vulnerabilities; assessing risk likelihood and impact for assets [6]. After the risk analysis process, the user has to decide how to reduce risks; therefore, ES should not only evaluate risks, but also give some recommendations based on the acceptable risk level.
5 Conclusions and future work

The increasing demand for information security compliance and overall understanding of information security management importance leads a modern company to a need of a systematic risk management process. The use of expert systems for risk analysis is seen by many authors as a possible solution. Still, the development of expert systems is also a complicated and expensive task, and we indicate it as an unsolved problem. Advantage of our method is that development of knowledge base can be partially simplified by using already available knowledge sources. Some earlier attempts by other authors were made to perform direct integration of security ontologies, that can be seen as a valuable source of information for expert systems knowledge base, with expert systems, but they lacked flexibility.

In this paper the new method was proposed that allows automatic transformation of existing information security ontologies into the expert system knowledge base ruleset. Information security standards ontology transformation into the JESS ES was implemented in several steps with the help of a developed tool: OWL RL subset of ontology elements are segregated into RDF triplets, that are later transformed into RIF format that can be easily converted into JESS knowledge bases rules with the help of external tool. The method supports the most popular OWL/XML format. Both simple (unlined) and complex (linked) OWL RL elements can be transformed. The biggest method advantage is that although ontology typically has a very sophisticated structure, it can be easily represented in the form of RDF triplets. The conversion test with different ontologies (W3C testing ontologies, "Cloud computing security ontology" and "Information security standards ontology" [36]) have shown 60-90% conversion success rate, that proves general method applicability, since automatic generation of even part of expert system knowledge base can decrease the general expert system development price. Verification of generated rules was performed by their integration with the knowledge base of a developed JESS-based expert system for risk analysis in SME. The obtained results have shown high correlation rate, but what is more important is that the generated rules were successfully integrated into the ES knowledge base.

Later research should be concentrated on tuning the conversion templates for achieving higher conversion success rates of ontologies and finding other sources for automatic filling of the ES knowledge base. Currently, we see the CVE (Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures) and attack trees as the next perspective sources for technical risk evaluation. Combination of these two structured sources should provide information on relevant threats as well as probabilities of different attack scenarios.
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